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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday February 17, 2020

2259  Officers stopped a vehicle on Patterson at Bauer and arrested Mark A. Williams, b/m/36, on warrants. 20-7225

2354  Officers stopped a vehicle at Dixie and Dorothy and arrested Michael L. Bucannon, b/m/27, on warrants. 20-7233

0200  Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested Treontae J. King, b/m/20, on warrants. 20-7247

Tuesday February 18, 2020

1602  Officers responded to 2261 Bingham on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Melissa L. Cullers, w/f/39, and Jacob L. Sutton, w/m/29, for DV. 20-10023

1854  Officers responded to 2100 blk of E. Bataan on a suspicious vehicle. They arrived and arrested a male juvenile, w/m/16, for obstruction. 20-10044

2150  Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman at Delco Park and arrested Jaquana S. Nelson, b/f/33, on a warrant. 20-10062

0147  Officers responded to 4075 Wilmington, Meijer, on a theft in progress. They arrived and arrested Jordan A. Harrier, w/m/22, for theft, felony drug possession and criminal trespass. 20-10082
Wednesday February 19, 2020

0145 Officers responded to the Budget Inn, on Dixie, and arrested Clayton Stephens, w/m/46, on a felony warrant. 20-10175

0209 Officers responded to 2920 Shroyer, Speedway, on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested Justin Marsh, b/m/31, for OVI. 20-10176

Thursday February 20, 2020

1522 Officers responded to 2150 E. Dorothy, Speedway, on a suspicious. They arrived and arrested Ronald Combs, w/m/62, for drug possession and drug paraphernalia. 20-10215

1732 Officers responded to Stroop and Overland on a suspicious call. They arrived and arrested Drew Lipsinic on a warrant. 20-10231

1916 Officers arrested Bradlee D. Purvis, w/m/29, on a warrant. 20-10249

2230 Officers responded to 2817 Nacoma on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Joy C. White, w/f/40, for DV. 20-10258

Friday February 21, 2020

1627 Officers arrested Anthony Combs, w/m/42 and Drake Rasnic, w/m/24, on burglary warrants. 20-10314

Saturday February 22, 2020

1346 Officers arrested Anthony K. Harrison, b/m/19, at the Mont. Co. Jail on a warrant. 19-34977

1821 Officers stopped a vehicle and arrested Joshua M. Sullivan, w/m/32, on a child support warrant. 20-10394

0048 Officers responded to 3108 Mohican on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Ian A. Newman, w/m/34, for DV and obstruction. 20-10449
0126  Officers responded to Katz Bar on E. Stroop on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Christopher R. Campbell, w/m/32, for DC/PI. 20-10454

Sunday February 23, 2020

0052  Officers stopped a vehicle on Dixie at the city limits and arrested Christopher R. Wilson, w/m/34, on a warrant. 19-26567